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ON TH.E OBSERVATIONS

OF DEFLEC~ION.

vertical to a horizontal position, or vice oersd ; and for this case,
which is far the most important and most frequent in practice,
it is easy to execute the operation in such manner that the result may be scarcely sensibly disturbed. It is only necessary to
take care that the second and third change take place in the
same manner as the first, so that they may occupy an equal
interval of time; and to deduct this from the intervals which
would be otherwise required. If, for example, the logarithmic
decrement is 0'33570, and the time of vibration 215'21439, the
table shows that the first interval = 105'04, and the second
= 41'27. If it be found that three seconds are requisite for
completing a change, begin the first change at 05; from 35 to
lOS the bar remains in the new position; the second change
commencing at 10S brings the bar at 135 back to its first position, in which it remains only Iisecond, when the third change
begins, so that
seconds are required to complete the whole
operation. A more extended investigation, too long for insertion
in this place, shows that if pO passes into ]I, not per saltum, but
gradually,-and.,likewise]l into pO, and pO into p'-in the second
and third changes the result continues the same as is given at
the conclusion of Art. 5, provided only that the three times of
passage be of equallength,-that
the three passages themselves
proceed by a similar gradation,-and that the calculated intervals q T, r T apply to the commencing moments of change; or,
which comes to the same thing, that the two first times of passage be included in the calculation.
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l.

NATURE presents to us many phrenomena wh~chwe e~lain
by the assumption of forces exerted by the ultimate pa~tlCles
of substances upon each other, acting in inverse proportion to
the squares of their distance apart.
..
.
Amongst these forces, the fir t. to be noticed 1~ that of urnversal gravitation, by virtue of which every materlul'n:olecule p.
exercises upon every other' such molecule p., a moving force,
.
.
d b p.p.,
and
which, if we call the distance r, IS expresse y 7'
tends to produce the approximation of the molecules in the
direction of the straight line connecting them.
If in order to explain maznetic phrenomena, we assume two.
,
'"
.
magnetic fluids, one positive and the other negative, two m~gnetic elements p., p." will exert, each on the other, a mo~ng
r

torce

p. p.,
-2'

actinz
aloneb the straight line which joins the two
.
0

elemen;s, repulsively if p. and p., are of the same kind of fluid,
attractively if they are of diffe-rentkinds..
.
The same is true of the mutual action of the particles of
electric fluids upon each other. The linear element d s of a
galvanic current exerts in like manne: on. a~ element of the
magnetic fluid p. a moving force, which 18 lnve~sely pr.oportional to the square of the distance r; but there IS now introVOL. III.
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duced a new and distinctive
circumstance;
the direction of
the force is not in the connecting straight line, but is perpendicular to the plane passing through p. and the direction of d
and the intensity of the force depends not on the distance
alone, but al~o on the angle which r makes with d 8. If this

agent and the recipient.
These components
the partial differential coefficients

f h en sin8.p.ds.
.
ang Ie b e ca lled
e ~,t
2
IS t h e measure 0 f t h e mOVIng
r
force which d s exerts upon p.; and an equal force in the parallel and opposite direction is exerted by p. on the element of
the current d s, or on its material conductor.
If we assume with Ampere that the elements d s, d s' of two
galvanic currents act attractively or repulsively on each other
in the straight line which joins them, then the phrenomena
require us to consider this force as acting in the inverse
ratio of the square of the distance; but as having, at the same
time, a somewhat less simple dependence on the direction of the
elements of the currents.
We shall restrict ourselves in this
treatise to the three first cases, or to those forces which are exerted by one element upon another in the straight line which
joins them, and which are therefore simply in the inverse ratio
of the square of the distance;
although several propositions
will be found applicable, with slight alterations, to the other
cases also, the more detailed development of which must be reserved for another treatise.

If therefore several agents p.0, p.', p.", &c. act on the same point
0, from the distances rO, r', r", &c., and if we write
P.0
_.0 + -p.'J + /k"- + &c. = ~ -P. _- V ,
1.
1
1'''
r
then the components of the whole force acting at 0 will be

s;

"\¥ e denote by a, b, c the rectangular coordinates of a material point, from which an attracting or repelling force emanates;
and we denote its accelerating force, at an indeterminate
point
0, the coordinates of which are x~y, z, by

(a-x)q+

(b-y)~+

(C-Z)2

.-~
- r2'

where p. expresses for the first case mentioned
article, the quantity of matter existing at the
for the second and third cases, the quantity of
tric fluid.
Resolving this force in directions
three coordinate axes, we have its components
e p. (a - x)
f p. (b y)
E P. (c -

in the preceding
first point; and
magnetic or elecparallel to the
z)

rJ

,
r'l'
r3'
1, or = - 1, according as the force is attractive

where E = +
or repulsive, which

r

(.fa: '

is always decided

by. the qualities

of the

d:~
r
d y ,

by

dEP.
r
it z .

repre~ented by
EdV

EdV
EdV
dy'
d z '
If the agents do not act from discontinuous
points, but from
a continuous line, surface, or solid, then, instead of the summation ~, we have a single, a double, or a triple integration.
~r~e
last case is the only one which exists in nature; but as It 18
often possible, und~r certain limitations, ~o substit~te ,force~
imazined to be concentrated in points continuously distributed
on lines or surfaces we will include these cases in our investigation, and we shali not scruple to speak of m,asses d.il'trib,uted
over a surface, or upon a line, or concentrated in a pomt; masmuch as the expression "mass" will here mean merel.y th~ source
from which the attracting or repelling forces are Imagmed to
dx"

proceed.

2.

~--~--~.p.

d!P.

are represented

155

;3.
If, then, we denote by m, y, z the rectangular co.ordinat~s of
any point in space, and by V the sum of, all ~he active particles
of the ma s, divided respectively by their dlstanc~s fro~ t~at
noint so that according to the condition of the invesnganon
." each occasion,
'''' the negative particles may be either
.
on
exc Iu d ed
or suitably treated, V becomes a functio~ of x: y, z ;. and the
investigation of the properties of this function :nll be Itself the
key to the theory of the attracting or repell.mg force~. ~or
convenience I will give to the function Va special denommatIOn,
calling it the potential of the masses to which it relates. This :estricted conception of the potential suffices for our present investigation; in the case of other laws of attraction, t.han those
which act in the inverse ratio of the square of the distance, or
for that of the fourth case mentioned in Art. 1, we may, in a
It 2
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wider sense, understand by the potential, that function of x, y, Z
of which the partial differential coefficients represent the components of the resultant force.
If we denote by p the whole force exerted at the point x, y, Z,
and by ex, {3, y the angles which the direction of the force makes
with the three coordinate axes, then the three components are
dV
dV
dV
p cos ex = f -d ' P cos {3 = f -,
P cos Y
f -

a:

d

=

y

d

z'

and
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the line s intersects all the surfaces of equilibrium at right
angles, a tangent
to this line will everywhere represent the
o

direction of the force, an
0

The integral

}P

d d V OIl
d s WI represent

cos 8 •

ds,

extended

Its intensity.
0

0

through

-

a part of the

line s, is evidently = E (V/- VO); VO, V' denoting the values of
the potential for the limiting points. Thus if s be a closed line,
the integral extended throughout the whole line will = o.

5.
4.
If d 8 be the element

dx

ds'

dy
d

dz

8'

ds

of a line, either

.

are the cosmes

straight

of the angle

or curved,

which that ele-

ment makes with the coordinate axes; and if 9 denote the
angle between the direction of the element and that of the resultant force, then

dx

cos 9 = -d

8

. cos

Ct

+

dy

d- . cos {3 +
8

dz

-.
d 8

cos

It is evident that the potential must have an assignable value
at every point of space lying without all the attracting or repelling particles; the same must also be true of all its differential
coefficients, as well of· the first as of the higher orders, as
under the above supposition these must likewise assume the
form of sums of assignable parts, or of integrals of differentials,
of which the coefficients have throughout assignable values.
Thus,
dV _.,
dx--

'II.
I

~~V _
d x'l -

The force resolved in the direction of d s becomes consequently
_- (d V d x , d V
d V d
p cos 8 - f --.
+ -d y . -dd sY + -- E dV
d.x
d8
d::· d s - fiS·
If a surface pass through all the points ill which the potential
V has a constant value, it will, generally speaking, separate the
portion of space in which V is greater than that value, from that
in which it is less. If the line s lie in this surface, or be at least

Z)

to it at the element d s, then dd V = o. Unless then
s
"
the constituents of the whole force destroy each other at this
point, or p = 0, in which case there can be no longer question
of a direction of the force, cos 8 must necessarily = 0; whence
we conclude that the direction of the resultant force at every
point of such a surface must be normal to that surface, and will
be directed towards that part of space where the higher values
of V exist if f = + 1, and to the opposite side if f = -1. We
call such a surface a surface of equilibrium. As it may be drawn
through any point, the line s, if not included in one surface of
equilibrium,
will at every point meet a different surface.
If

(a-x)

I'"

r>

::£

'

(3(a-X)~

_~)

1':'

1.:3

d V _ ., (b - y)
dy

d9.

-

V _ (3 (b -

d9.V.
d z9.

y)'i _

v

dV
d::=::£

tangential

I'"

---0-'

dy2 -...

,.:,

I'"

r>

'

(3 (c-z)'l.

Thus the well-known equation
d'lV
d9.V
-d 9.- + -d "
X

2-)
r>

(c-z)

=::£ --~-

1"',

-

1"',

1)
r>

14·

d9.V

+ -d-9.=0
Y
z

holds good for all points of space situated

outside

the acting

masses.

6.
Among the different cases in which the value of the potential V, or of its differential coefficients, may be sought for a point
not situated outside the acting masses, we will tirst consider the
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case which occurs in nature, in which a determinate space is
filled with matter of uniform or varying, but everywhere of
finite, density.
Let t be the whole space containing the mass; d t an infinitesimal element, of which the coordinates are a, b , c , and the
mass k d t ; further, let V be the potential at the point 0, the
coordinates of which are ai, y, z ; the distance of the element
from the point 0 is therefore
v'((a

-

+

x)~

(b - y)~

+

Z)2) = r;

(c -

J

,.

extended through the whole space t, which implies a triple integration.
It will be easily perceived that a real integration
may be executed,

I

r
then becomes infinitely large for those elements which are infinitely near O. For if instead of a, b, c we introduce polar coordinates, by making
a

= a: + r

even if 0 is within

cos u, b = y

then d t becomes
time,

+ 1· sin u cos

= r2 sin u . du . d A

v =j'j'j'

k

r sin u .

d

where the integrat.ion, as it relates to
r = 0 to the values existing at the
A = Z 71", and from u
0 to u
71".
ceive a determinate finite value.
Further, it is easy to perceive that

=

=

the space, although

c = ;:;
+ r sin u sin

A,
•

u.

A,

dr, and at the same
dA • d

This expression,
becomes

d r _

V will thus necessarily

re-

we may here also ~ay

,k(a-x)

dt_X
r3

which, by the introduction

fj')kcOS

u. sin u. du.

-.

of polar coordinates,

a »,

nitely small addition
make
dV
--=

1'k

to it.

SQUARE

~

dz

-,
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For similar reasons

(b - y) d t _ y.
.j

OF THE

we may also

:::::1'k(c -,~ =) d t = Z,

dy
1
-,
ithi id t
and thus these functions, as well as V, will have Wit ll~SI e.
.
.
I'
determmate
values varymg
con till1UOUS
). The same will still
hold good at the limit of t.

7·

a-X

j'

k d t.

d

-:;r
dx

; that is, into

l' (3
k

2
(a_.t.)2_r )

d t,

".:>

inasmuch as this expression, strictly c.on~ider~d, would ~e only
a sizn without any determinate clear SlgmfieatlOn. For, in f~ctJ
within every part of t, however small, which !ncl~des th~ point,
portions may be determined, throughou.t .whlch, If th~ integral
be taken, it will exceed any gi"en, POSitive,. or negative val~e.
Thus the essential condition fails, under which alone a defimte
signification might be attached to :he integral, namely, the
applicability of the method of exhaustIOn.
8.

r, must be extended, from
limit of t, from A = 0 to

. d» - J

AS THE

r,

1
~V _ Ikdt
d» - J

INVERSELY

In regard to the differential coefficients of the. h~gh:r orders,
a different process must be adopted for points withiriside t; for
.
dX.
example, it is not permissible to transform d x into

consequently
V = ,kdt

ACTING

d r,

is susceptible of a real integration;
thus X receives a determinate finite value, which varies continuously, because all the elements, situated infinitely near 0, can only contribute an infi-

Before undertaking
this investigation in its g~nerality, the
consideration of a very simple particular case Will be useful
towards a clear understanding
of the subject.
Let t be a sphere, of which the semi-diameter::::: R, the centre coinciding with the origin of coordinates;
let the density of the mass which fills the sphere be constant = k, and
let us denote the distance of the point 0 from the cen~re by
:::::..,'(X2 + y~ + Z2). It is well known t~at ~he pote~tta: has
:wo different expressions, according as 0 IS situated within or
without the sphere.

V =

2 7r k

R2 -

In the first case,
C)

;

7r k

and in the second case,

(l = 271" k R2
4 7r k R3

v= ---.
3f

-

Z

;f7l"

k (~
X

+Y

'2

+ -~)
- "

p

ACTIJ'G
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On the surface of the sphere both the expressions give the
same value, and thus the potential varies continuously throughout space.
For the differential coefficients we obtain, in the internal
space,
dV
-FX=--'lfkx'
dx

dV

4
;3'

dZ

-,

and in the external space,
X __ 4 7f k R3 X. Y __
-

dV

4

dy=Y=-31fky;

4
;3

=Z=--7fk~'

3(;'3'

4

k R3 y.
J~3'

7f

-

Z

=

_

4

'If

k R3

Z

3~3

•

Here, also, the latter formulre give the same values on the
surface as the former ones; thus X, Y, Z, also vary continuously
throughout space.
But it is different with the differential coefficients of these
functions. In the inner space we have
dX
d x:;:

dY
d y

4

-3

7f

k,

4

= - J 'If k ;

dZ
d z

4

-

="3 7f k.

In the outer space, on the other hand,
d X = 4 'If k R3 (3 x·2 - p2). dY _ 4
d x
3 p"
, dy _ 4 'If k R3 (3 Z2_p'2)
3 p5

7f

k R3 (3 y2 - p2).
3l

'

dZ
d:::

On the surface the latter values do not coincide with the
former, but surpass-them respectively by the quantities
4

1!

k x2

~,

4 7r k

y2

4 7r k

Z2

-W-' -W.

Thus the above differential coefficients vary continuously in
t~e wh~le of th: intern.al and the whole of external space, but
discont~nuously 10 ~asslOg from one to the other; and in the
separating surface It.self they must be considered as having
double val~es, according as de, dy, dz are regarded as positive
or as negative.
It is the same with the remaining six differential coefficients,
dX
'dy'

dX
d z?

dY

dY

dx'

d z?

dZ
dx'

INVERSELY

AS THE

SQUARE

OF THE

DISTANCE.
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dZ
dy'

which in the interior of the sphere arc each = 0, and in their

passage through the surface of the sphere suddenly undergo the
"

alterations

47rkxy

-W--'

41fkx;::

-n,'2-'

&c.

dX
dY
dZ
r/lV rflV £flV
The sum -d.x :+ -d y + -d = ' or -d 3:- + -d y '2 + --2
becomes
az
within the sphere = - 4 'If k, and in external space = o. But
on the' surface itself it loses its simple signification: speaking
precisely, we can only say that it is an aggregate of three parts,
each of which has two different values; and thus there are properlyeight combinations, one of which agrees with the values
within the sphere, and another with those without the sphere,
whilst the remaining six have no signification whatsoever. The
analysis by which some geometers have derived for the surface of the sphere the value - 2 1f k, or the mean between the
internal and external values, cannot, I think, be regarded as satisfactory, if the idea of differential coefficients is conceived in
its mathematical purity.
9.
The result obtained in the preceding example is only a particular case of the general theorem, according to which, if the
point 0 be situated in the interior of the acting mass, the value
d2V
d~V
d2V.
.
of d:r + d y'2 + d ;;;2 IS equal to the product of - 4 1f multi-'
0

plied into the density at O. The most satisfactory basis of this
important theorem appears to be the following.
We assume that within t the density k nowhere varies discontinuously, or that it is a function of a, b, c represented by
f (a, b, c), the value of which varies continuously everywhere
within t, but without t becomes = O.
Let t' be the space into which t is changed if the first coordinate
of each point of the bounding surface be diminished by the
quantity e; or, which is the same thing, if the bounding surface be moved by that quantity towards the origin of co-ordinates
in a direction parallel to the first coorrnnate axis; let t consist
of the spaces to, and e, t' of to and a', so that to shall be the whole
space common to t and t'.
We have to consider the three integrals.
/..
f(a,b,c)
(a-x)dt
«a _ X)2 + (b _ y)2 + (c _ z)2)~

J

j'«a _ f(a,x _e)'Jb, c)+ (a(b -_

3: -

y)2

e) d t
_ .::)2)~

+ (c

(1.)

(2.)
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-=-_
t_
(3.)
((a - X)2 + (b - y)2 + (c _::;)2)~
where the i~ltegral (1.) extended through the whole space t is

extended through the whole surface, where
density at the element d s.

the value ~~ or X, at the point O.

will further

J

manner,

extended

through

The

integral

(2.), in like

the whole of t, is the value of ~:,

at the point of which the coordinates are x + e, y, z ; we will
denote this value by X +
It is manifest that this integral
and the integral (3.) extended through the whole space t' are
perfectly identical.
So if
the integral (1.) extended through to be
I
A
"
"through
8 be
"
(3.)
"
through to be
l'
A'
"
"through
8' be
then X = I + A, X + t = I' + A'.
If wewritef
(a + e,b,c)-f(a,b,c)
= A k,then the integral

t.

I.

Ak(a_x)dt
e

((a - X)2

. (4.)

over to will be

x-- -

A' passes into
into tthee mtegra
i
I
e
'f(a, b, c) (a - xl cos ads
J ((a - X)2 + (b - y)2 + (c -z)2H'
or, which is the same thing, into the integral
(a - xi cosa. ds
r3

be concluded

that

r
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k represent's

the

of an infinitely small value of e, ~ k

Upon the assumption

pass into the value of thc partial

differential

tient df (a, b, c) or d k and the value of the integral
d a
'
d a'

quo(4.), or

l'-l,
-into t hee iintegra I

e

'

extended through
Lastly,

1is
e
,

f~-!.

l'-l
A -)..,'
small value of e,-e- - -e-'

for an infinitely

dX

d

dI

the whole space t.

ct'V

cients d x or d x2•

tf2

(a~x)

no other than the value of the partial

+ (b - y)2 + (c - z)2H-

l'-l
e
The results hitherto obtained hold good generally for every
position of O. In the further development, the case in which 0
is situated in the surface itself will be excluded, or 0 will be
assumed to be at a finite distance from the surface, either within
or without t.
N ow if we make e infinitely small, the spaces 8 8' are two infinitely thin strata of space at the surface of t. If we resolve
this surface into elements d e, and denote by a the angle which
a perpendicular raised outwards at d s forms with the first coordinate, it is manifest that a will be acute everywhere where the
surface of t adjoins 8, and, on the contrary, obtuse wherever it
adjoins 8'. The elements of 8 may thus be expressed bye cos ads,
and the elements of 8' by - e cos ct d s, whence it may easily
extended

DISTANCE.

'Ve have consequently

-f~·

V _ dX
x2- - d x -

(a-x)

dt _j'k

r3

differential

or

coeffi-

the simple result

(a-x)

~os a. ds
~'

where the first integration is to be extended through the whole
space t, and the second over the whole of its surface.
This result holds good, however near 0 may be to the surface,
either on the inside or on the outside, providing it be not actually on the surface

itself

,

where d X would have two differdx

ent values.
The first integral, it is true, varies continuously in
passing through the surface; but according to a theorem which
(a - x) cos ads
.
will be demonstrated in the sequel, - J
r.3
' 10

r:

passing from a point infinitely near th~ surface ,on the inside,
to one on the outside, varies by the finite quantity 4 7r k cos a,
where k and a refer to the point of passage, and to this same
quantity

dX

the difference between the two values of d x

at t

hiIS

place will be equal.
10.
In like manner, if {3 and r have the same signification with
relation to the second and third coordinate axes as a with rela-
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tion to the first, and preserving the same restriction
situation of 0, we have, as before,
dY=
dy

J

d

k (b

db

.

dz=/~~(C-Z)dt~
dz

-y

) d t

FORCES

as to the

J

.,.s

f'k(c-z)cosy.ds

.,.s

J

.,.s

.

a-x
--

r

• COS

at

of the differential

b-y
+ -. cos
r

+ c-z
--r . cos

/3

y

to this

~.f~~. dr,

= cos ~ .

ceived,
I. That

J:~
f'k cos
r2

expressed

be extended

through

by

all the

Wds

extended through the whole surface of t be called N, then •.••
d2V
d2V
d2V
d x't + d y2 + d y2 = M - N.
In order to effect the first integration, we describe a spherical
surface with the radius 1 about the centre 0, and we resolve it
into elements d s, Straight lines of indefinite length, proceeding from the centre 0, and passing through all the points of the
peripheryof
d «, form a conical surface (in the more extended
sense of the word), by which, out of the whole space t, a space,
consisting, it may be, of several detached parts, is separated,
of which r2 d a . d r is an indefinite element.
That part of M

t, the number

=

of those

~ ~ . d r must be

=

=

performed from. r
0 to r
1", then from r
1'" to r = rill,
&c., whence it follows that if the density at 0 be designated by

~

J

+ k'

- k"

~IV,

are manifestly

f'd k . d r = _ kO
d

r

As the angles ~/,
and obtuse

W", ~"',

+ k'''

d/ = + 1"2
d s" • cos ~" = - 1",2
d /J!' • cos
= +
d giV. cos ~IV = - rlV

d s' .

and consequently,
d k
d~
d r ' dr = - ~d~

f

k''' cos Will
--=2..----~

+

+

-

&c.

klV,

alternately

acute

d c,

coa

d a,

,J"~tl «,

w'"

the whole space t be called M, and the in-

J

if this integration
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is consequently

for the case of 0 within

-:;:'f.dt

through

space

OF THE

points will be uneven, and the integration,!

'

where ~ denotes the angle which the perpendicular,
raised outwards at d s, makes with the straight line r produced, it is manifest that if the integral

extended
tegral

SQUARE

w'~~", ~",

coefficient d k . indr ?
asmuch as in this differentiation
the length of r only is to be
considered as variable, and its direction is to be regarded as
constant;
and further, that
the value

belongs

AS THE

parts within t, of a straight line r passing through 0 and a point
of d « and prolonged as far as necessary.
Now, if we assume
'''' straizht line intersects the surface of t succe sivcly
.
that the
lV
'"
at 0',0",0"', OIV, &c.; if we denote by 1",1"',1"", r , &e, the
values of r at those points; by d s', d s", d e", d slY, the con-espending elements separated by the cone from the surface of t ;
by k', k", k''', pv, &c., the values of k; and by.
~lV,
&c., the values of ~ for these elements; then It IS easily per-

,

Now, if we take into consideration that
d k a-x
dk
b-y
d k c-z
d a . -r+ db' -r- + d c ' r
IS precisely

INVERSELY

which
d

. f'k(b-y)cos/3.ds

.,.s

ACTING

2

d «, &c.

k' cos ~'

r'2

&c. = - kO d

d s'
.

(J

+L

+

k" cos W"

r"2

d s'

,

k cos ~
2 d s,
r

as the summation is extended to all the d s which correspond
to the element d «. By the integration of all the d ~ we thus
obtain

M = 47rkD

cos ~
+J I'kr
2-

d s,

where the integral must be extended over the whole surface, or
M = 4 7r kD + N. Consequently
d2V
cPV
ev
d x2 + d y~ + d Z2 = - 47r kD.
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outside of t, we have to take
into
consideration
only
those
d
CT for which th
d
,e
s trai
raig ht I'me
rawn through 0 and a point of d CT really meets the space t . the
number of the points 0'' 0", 0'", &c ''',"'1'11 In
. thiIS case, a I'
ways
b e an even number, and the
ansles
c'
.11' .1.1"
&
·'11 b e aIter'"
'V, 'Of , 'Of,
c." I
nately acute and obtuse, thus ds' . cos ~' = - r'2 d CT d I'
.1.1
r"2 d
d -.1"
.U"
'
cos 'V
CT,:r
cos 'V = - T"'2 d CT, &c.
ow, as the inte-

INVERSELY

AS TIlE

SQUARE

OF THE

DISTAXCE.

16i

. II. Fo~ the ~ase of 0 situated

. j'dkd r '

gration

d r must be performed

and then from r == r'" to r ==
d

r'd k
J dr'

d

CT

kill

+

cos

_ I! cos ~'
r - ~. dI

1/1"

r'''2

d s'"

•

and by the second integration

M

=J

+

from r =

+

carried through

r2

to r ==

1",

12.

l!' cos ~"

m

1

&c. == ~ k c0 s I]J d
r2

f'k cos ~

1"

&c., we obtain

1·IV,

d I'

s.

all the d

CT,

ds = N;

consequently

II.
~thoug~
it has been assumed in this demonstration
that the
densIty vanes continuously in the whole space t yet this
di .
.
,
conition IS n?t necessary to the validity of our results, which
~erely reqUIres that at the point 0 the density shall vary continuously In every direction, or that 0 shall be situated in a
space, however small, within which the conditions are satisfied
~ w~ call the poten.tial of the ma~s. contained in this spac~
- V , and the potential of the remammp mass situated beyond
= V", we shall have the whole potential V = V' + V"
d
' an , as
accor dimg to t Ire preceding article
d2 V'
d 3:2

+

2

el V"
then

d2V'
d

d2 V"

--+--+
a 3:2
d y2

d'1V
daP

+

y2

d2V

+

dy2

d2 V'
d Z2 = - 4

7r /...4),

d2V"

d ;:2 == 0,

d2V

+ d =2 = -47rkO.

If, on the other hand, this conditiar,

that point be situated in the separating surface of two spaces, in
each of which, taken apart, the den iity varies continuously, but
varies discontinuously
in passing from one to the other, then,
el2\
d~V (["2y
generally, --2' --0' =r=r have each there two different
d»
d y'
d =.,
values, and what has been said at the close of Art. 8. is true of
the aggregate of those quantities .

fail at the point 0, and

W'e have included in our investigation, as has been already
remarked, the ideal case in which the attracting or repelling
forces are supposed to proceed from the parts of a surface, and
in doing so have permitted ourselves to represent the acting
mass as distributed over the surface.
By density at any point
of the surface. we understand
in this case the quotient of the
mass contained in a surface element to which the point belongs, divided by that element.
This density may be uniform
in all the points of the surface, or not uniform, and in the
latter case it may either vary in the whole surface continuously
(i. e. differing infinitely little between any two points infinitely
near to each other), or the whole surface may be resolved into
two or more portions, in each of which the variation is continuous, whilst, in passing from one to another, the change is
sudden.
\Ye may, moreover, imagine such a distribution, that,
notwithstanding
the whole mass be finite, the density in particular points or lines hall be infinitely great.
The surface
itself not being a plane, will generally have a continuous curvature, without, however, excluding an interruption
in singular
points (cusps) or lines (edges).
These suppositions being made, the potential receives at each
point of the surface, where the density is not infinitely great, a
determinate finite value, between which and the value at a second point infinitely near to it, either in the surface or without
it, there can be only an infinitely small difference
or, in
other words, in any line, whether in the surface or cutting it,
the potential varies continuously.

*;

• It is easy to convince oneself of the finite value of the integral which expresses the potential,
by resolving the surface into elements in a manner
similar to that, in which it is done in Art. I.;., and it will at once be seen from
thence that the parts of the surface infinitely near to the two points in question,
contribute infinitely little to the whole integral;
from whence what is said
above may be easily demonstrated.
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If we denote by k the density at the surfa
a, b, c the coordinates of a oint b I
'
ce ~lement d 8; by
stance of that point from P,
~ ongmg to It; by r the diare e, y, z ;' and by V th a pom,t
,the coordinates of which
e potential of the mass contained in the

r

surface at the point 0 ,- then is V _J f'k d s extended

through

t h e whole surface' ,an d Iast Iy, If
' we denote by X Y Z th ' t
grs
"
e inteal
(a ~ x) d s,

f'k (b - y) d
r3'

J

S

.fk

(c - z) d
r3;

S

it
d Vis true
d V -that
d V X.' Y , Z have th us the same signification
d x'

dY ,

d z'

as

so long as 0 is situated without the surface'

but strictly speak'
thi
'
of :he surface its~~f~ a~~ l;h no. longe~ th: case ~f 0 is a point
according to the nat~re of the meqtai,lty IS of different kinds,
e
the surface and the coordinate
a~g e ?rm~d by the normal to
obviously sufficient to ive h aXIS whlC~ It e?counters.
It is
first coordinate axis. g
ere the relation WIth respect to the
I. If that angle = 0, then the integral
value at 0;

X has a determinate

on the other hand ' dd V
,
s: has two different
values,

accor
' . or as negative.
II diIfng thas d.r is regarded
"as
positive
.
e angle IS a nght angl th
'
. not admit at'
t
'
,e,
e expressIOn for X does
rue ill egration (inasmuch as a remark similar to
that ' in Art.

7.

will hold good) 'd while

d xV h as on Iy one de-

t erminate value.

III.
If the angle IS acute, X is as in t h e second, and d- V
,
as m the first case.
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13.

fk

INVERSELY

YORCES

d .r

O~her modifications are introduced if th
b
0
'
ruption of continuity in respect either of densit at
an interture.
However ourmai
bi
, Y or of curvadetail such exce~tional ca~e~ ;:~~ ~oes not [eqUlre us to treat in
lines or points' therefore i~
lC, can on y occur in particular
we shall assum~ that at th~ ~u;s,:mg the, subject more closely,
nate finite density
d d pom ~ in question there is a determi,an
a etermmate tangential plane.

Before undertaking the investigation in its generality,it will be
useful to consider a simple particular case, Let the surface be
a portion, A, of the surface of a sphere, and let the density in it
be uniform, or k be constant.
Then V, X, are the values of the

r'

,
I f'kdsJ*(a-x)dS
llltegra~
--r-'

taken through

A;

and let V

X' represent the value of the same integral extended through
O
the remainder of the spherical surface B, Va, X , when extended through the whole of the surface of the sphere.
Then V ==
Vo _ V', XO = X _ X'. Further, let the radius of the sphere
be called R; let the origin of coordinates be the centre of the
sphere; and let v (x~ + y2 + Z2), or the distance of the point
o from the centre of the sphere, be called == p.
It is known that VO == 4 7r k R, if 0 is within the sphere; and
if, on the other hand, 0 is without the sphere, VO ==
the surface of the sphere

the two values coincide.

diff
ddVO
wercntla'1 coe fficient
x ==

°

4

at the surface

7r k 3R2 X

'
outside
the sphere;

insid e t h e sp h ere,
lOSI

47r

pk R2 : at

Hence

the

an d ==-

itself both values

p
will hold good, each according to the sign of d x: these two
values are equal, only if a:
0, which corresponds to Case II. in

-=

the preceding

Article.

'r
"fi'· cation asTx
d VO
e exprcssIOn
lor XO havi
avmg t h e same sigm
Th
within and without the sphere, becomes on the surface a sign
without any meaning, as a real integration is impossible, except
in that particular case in which for elements lyiog infinitely
near the surface, a - x becomes an infinitesimal of a higher
order than 1'; namely, if y == 0, Z == 0, s:
± R; in which case:
the integration gives XO == 2 '11' k, thus not agreeing with either of

=

:0,

the values of dd

but rather with the mean

of the two : it is

clear that this case belongs to Division I. -in the foregoing Article.
If we now consider that when 0 is a point on the surface of
the sphere situated within A, X, and dd~' have the same signification, and that dete~inate
VOL,

III.

PART

X.

continuously
x

varying values, it is
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clear that the mutual relation between XO _ X' and d VO _ d VI.

dx

dx'

.
dV.
'
s.e. between X and d x' IS exactly the same as between XO and
dVO
d x : whence the propositions in the preceding Article follow of
themselves.
15.
For the more general investigation, it is advantageous to take
the origin of coordinates at a point P, situated in the surface
itself, and to make the first coordinate axis perpendicular to the
tangent plane at P. If we denote by ~ the angle between the
normal to the indefinite surface element d 8 and the first coordinate axis, then cos d. d s is the projection of d s upon the
plane ~f b and e; and if we call -vi (b2 + ell) = p, b = p cos 6,
e = p sin 8, then p d p. d 6 will. represent an indeterminate element
of this plane, and the corresponding
surface element d 8 =
P dp. d6
; the element of mass contained therein will be =
cos .r.
'jI
h p d e- d 6, if for the sake of brevity, we write' h for _k_.
,
cos ~
~ e will now exami~e how far the value of X changes discontinuously, as the point 0 in the first coordinate axis passes
from one side of the surface to the other, or as x passes from a
~e~ative to a positive value.
In this question, it is obviously
indifferent, whether we take into consideration the whole surface
or only an indefinitely small part of it enclosing the point P, as
the share contributed by the remaining part of the surface to the
value of X changes continuously.
We may therefore take e
only from
to an indefinitely small limitary value pi, and

°

suppose

that

III the surface

where continuously.

If for any determinate

the value of the integra:f-h
p =

e',

then X

°

so bounded hand!!..

vary every-

value ~f 6 we call Q

( a ~ x) p d P, taken from ~ =

=}Q d 8; where

the integration

°

to

is to be taken

from 8 = to e = 2 ?!'.
We have now to compare the values of X for x = 0, for an infinitely small positive e, and for an infinitely small negative x
(the other tW0 coordinates being always assumed = 0); we will
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call these three values of X, XO, X', X", and the corresponding
values of Q, Q0,. Q', Q".
As r = -vi ((a - X)2 + p2), we obtain, considering 8 as constant,
h(a-x)
d
r

h(a-.r)pdp+dh

-r

=- .

il-d'd

and consequently Q =
d h a - a: d
('d a It r/
dp' _r_'
p +J 'd p .

J

'P

dp , --r-'

d

-r . ~

_ hi (a' -

.

+da
hp2 dp'
d p . 1.3'
,
x)

+ const.:

r

°

where both the integrations are to be extended from p = to
l
p
pi, and the values of h, a, r for p = pi are denoted by h',a , r',
h(a-x)
_
We must assume as a constant the value of
r
for p-O,

=

which, if we designate the density at P by kO, bec.o~es
for a positive », and = + kO for a negative x; as It IS
that for p = we have a
0, ~
0, h
kO, s: = ± r,
case of x = 0, on the other hand, we must assume as

°

the limitary

=

=

=

r'

. d e fi mte
. Iy; t hiIS
value of It a as p decreases In

because a is an infinitesimal
,

The value of the

;:odh

-

o dp

IS

°

= ,

of a higher order than r,
a- x
b
=z:>: d e only diff
1 ers
y

r:d h
integra:'" dp'
I

an infinitesimal, whether we make a: = 0, or infinitely
+ t. If we decompose that integral into
-

= -:-kO
mamfest
For the
constant

a-x
• --.

d

r

p

small, =

~.3 . d p,
+;;p'dh
0 s ;:
~

r

it is clear that what has been said holds good for the first member, if 0 is infinitely small;
great;

and ~or the second, if ~ is infinitely

and so for the whole, if 0 is an infinitesimal

of a lower

order than e.
.
A similar conclusion holds good also in relation to the Integral

f

'!..t.

da
d if the points of the surface which correspond
-d . -r'
e,
p
,
fi it
to the determinate
values of 8 form a curve having a ni e cur-

v

ature at P so that!!:'

"pQ

may receive

plated a finite continuously

in the space here contern-

varying

value.

this value, then
ria
dA
-=2A~+-l-'P
d p
a p
" 2

2.

,

If we put A for
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into the two following,
L

+J liP . r'I

hdp;

in both which the validity of the above-given
is self-evident;
/

r'I

J(1

mally; and the same will accordingly hold good orf (Q'
-

h p'l do resolves itself into the two following:

k'!) d 8, or of the quantities

~

X'

+

+
2

7r

Jf1) d 8,
JCl, XO,

The conclusions in the preceding article may be applie~ to
the second integral immediately, and to the first after a shght
transformation.

This important proposition may also be expressed thus: The
limiting value of X, with infinitely decreasing positive :c, is
XO - 211' /(J, and with infinitely decreasing negative e, it is XO +
2 :I' Jf1, or X changes twice suddenly by - 2 11' kG, as :c passes
from a negative to a positive value; the first time as s: reaches
the value 0, the second time as it passes it.
16.

small p, ~ must
p

itself be infinitely small; but the two values will be of the same
order only if there is a finite radius of curvature;
with an infinitely small radius

of curvature,

~ will be of a lower order

p

than~.
We will now show that our results preserve their validity in the latter case also, provided only that the orders of the
two latter quantities be comparable.
.
as pI", where

Thus if we assume ~ to be of the same order
p

'" deno~es a finite positive

'"

integral becomes

= (m +

exponent,

then

++
p

.

.r;

1);

Bhcr2mdrr
(rr21/1 + (a _ x)'l)f

There
validity

from

IT

= 0 to rr =

I"

a

V

pl

•

is only one case in which our conclusions

,

if ~

~

lose their

is not of the same order as any power of ~, as, for
1

example, if ~ is of the same order as --1:
~
log-

in this

case, as

~

the point 0 approximates infinitely to the surface, Q inc~eas~8
bond
all limits . and the same would be true for X also, If this
r:ration existed I;ot merely for some particular values of 8, but
C
all It is however unnecessary at present to proceed further
lor."
.'
I
fr
in this development, as we may exclude this particu ar case om
our investigation without any disadvantage.

17·
Employing the same suppositions and notatio.ns as in Art. ~5,
we proceed to the consideration of the quantity Y, of which

It b d b de is an indefinite element.
represents

then that

It is manifest that this integral also has an infinitely small
value, only so long as the integration is extended no further
than from 0 to an infinitely small value o~ rr; whereas for each
finite value of rr the coefficient of drr receives the same value,
within an infinitely small difference, wh~ther.:c be taken = 0,
. fime
it 1y s mall • This holds good likewise of the whole
or as 10
integral if extended

In the demo~stration .in the foregoing Article ithas been supposed that the intersections of the surface with planes passing
through the first coordinate axis at P have a finite curvature:
but
our result will remain valid even if the curvature at Pwere infinitely great, with the exception of a single case. It follows
from the. supposition of the existence of a determinate tangent

= m, l = c , or p = rr"',

If we call ~

X" - 2 7r Jf1.

plane to the surface at P, that for an infinitely

+.1/;1'. ~~.hdp.

+ "') ~~+l'ltBd~

are the same

for all the three values of:c within infinitely small differences.
Hence it follows that QI + Jf1, QO, QII - Jf1, differ infinitesi-'.

JrQO
' d 8,.1I(QII
\

fadp'
a

mode of conclusion

Lastly, it is manifest that the values of h' ~)
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d!!:...
r
It bId
db=---;:r-+r

c being considered
this hypothesis,
f'ltbdb=h*

r

J

r*

It
db

as constant.

It (a - x)

The first integration

_1t** . f'~
dlt
r** +J r . db'

./'h(a-x)
db -

r'

gives upon
da
db·d b,

when the integrations extend from the least to the greatest
value of b for every given value of c, and h*, r*, 1£**,r**,
denote the values of hand r, corresponding
to those limiting
values.
If, for the sake of brevity, we write
h* _ h** _ T ~ d h
It (a - x) \' d a
r*
r** ,
d b - --".s- . d b = U
then

r'

Y =.fTdc

jJ~

+

db d c,

where the integration with respect to c must be extended from
the least value of this coordinate at the surface to its greatest
value.
In the double integral db d c represents the projection of an indefinite element of the surface on the plane of b, c,
and therefore ~ d ~ d 8 may be written for it; in which case

Y =.fTdc

+J.fU

d~.d8,

where in the double integral we must integrate from ~ = 0 to
from 8
0 to 8 = 27r.
By conclusions similar to those in Art. 15, it is easy to perceive that :he values of this expression differ by an infinitely
sma? quantity, whether x be taken as=O, or as infinitely small;
or, in other words, the value of Y has one and the same limit ,
with positive and with negative infinitely decreasing values ~f
e,
and this limit is no other than the value of the above formula ,
,
If x IS made = O. By analogy, we will denote this value by yo,
in which, however, it must be remarked that we cannot call this
kbds
,
THE value of
--;;r- for a: = 0 (masmuch as this expression

~= ~/,and
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infinitely great; it is, however, unnecessary for our ?bj~ct to
dwell on such exceptional cases, which can only occur 10 slligular points or lines, and thus not in parts of the surface, but only
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r
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=

,

r

for x = 0 does not admit of a real integration),
but only ONE
value of that integral, namely, that value which is obtained if we
integrate in the order which has been followed above.
. This result, moreover, requires (as in Art. 16) a restriction
m the particular case, in which the radius of curvature at the
, t P' IS m
infinitel
porn
nite y small, and likewise if d- It at this point is
db

at the limits of parts.
Lastly, it is self-evident,
quantity

Z, or the integral

that

, ' ,
'
It IS in all respects WIth the

cds
J f'k ---rr-'

ith Y
h ' t
as WIth
; t at IS 0 say,

if in the first coordinate axis the point 0 approaches infinitely
near to the point P, this integral has the ~~me limiting value ~o,
whether the approximation be on the pOSItIVe o.r on the negative
side, and this limiting value is at the same time the value of

I.!-

hc~

a b for x = 0, if we integrate

first with respect to c.

18,
Now, if we remember

that the quantities

dV
ds '

dV
dy'

dV
dz

in all points of space not situated in the surfac~ itself are uncon diti
IlOna 11ythe same as X , Y , Z, and that V vanes everywhere
,
,
ti
con muous Iy, it I'Seasy to deduce from the, results obtained III
the last article, that at an infinitely small distance f~om P, or for
infinitely small values of x, y, z, the value of V IS expressed,
within infinitesimals of a higher order, by
VO + x (XO - 2 7r!cO) + Y yo + z ZO
if x is positive, or by
VO + x (XO + 2 7r kO) + y yo + z Zo

if X is negative where VO denotes the value of V at the point
~ itself, or for ~ = 0, y = 0, z = O. Thus, if we cOII~ider ~he
values of V in a straight line drawn through P, making With
the three coordinate axes the angles A, B, C, and denote by t
an indefinite portion of this line, and by to the value of t a~ t~e
point P; then if t - t~ be infinitely small, we shall have, within
an infinitesimal of a higher order,
V = vo+(t-tO)
(XO cos A+ yo cos B+Zo cos C
7r kD cos A),
the lower sign holding good for positive, and the upper one for

+2

negative values of (t - to) cos A; or ~ ~ has at the point P two
different values when A is acute, viz.XO cos A + yo cos B + ZO cos C - 2 'If kD cos A, and
XO cos A + yo cos B + ZO cos C + 2 7r kD cos A,
according as d t is considered positive or negative, For the case

r
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of A being a right angle, so that the straight line only touches
the surface, the two expressions coincide, and we have
dV
dt = yo cos B + ZO cos C

*

*

*

*

As far as we have hitherto gone, the propositions contain no
essential novelty; but it was necessary to state them afresh in
connexion with, and preparatory to, the following investigation,
in which a series of new theorems will be developed.
<>
19.
Let V be the potential of a system of masses M', Mil, Mill ..••
at the points pi, P", pill •••• ; v the potential of a second system
of masses m', mil, mill •.•• at the points p', p', pili ••... ; further,
let V', VII, VIII be the values of V at the latter points, and vi, vi', vi"
the values of v at the points P', P", pili ..•. , we then have the
equation
1\1' v' + Mil vi' + Mill vi" +, &c.=m' V' + mil V" +m'" VIII +. &c.,
which may also be expressed by ~ M v = ~m V, if M represents generally each mass of the first, and m each mass of the
second system. In fact I M v, as well as ~ m V, is no other than
the aggregate

of all the combinations

Mm,
!1 denoting the
g
mutual distance of the points to which the masses M, m belong.
If the masses of one or both systems are distributed, not in
discontinuolls points, but continuously
on lines, surfaces, or
solids, the above equation retains its validity, if, instead of the
sum, the corresponding
integral is substituted.
If, for example, the second system of masses is distributed in
a surface, so that the mass k d s corresponds to the surface element d 8, then ~ M

tJ

=./'

k V d s ; or, when the same is the

case with the first system, so that the surface element
tainsthe

mass KdS,./'KvdS

=./'kV d s.

d S con-

It is important,

in

relation to the latter case, to remark 'that this equation still
holds good if the two surfaces coincide; for the sake of brevity,
however, we will here only indicate the principal points of the
mode in which this extension of the proposition can be rigorously justified.
It is not difficult to show that these two integrals, in so far as they relate to one and the same surface, are
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the limiting values of those which relate to two separate s~rfaces, by causing their distance from each other to decrease IDfinitely; for which purpose it is only necessary to assum~ these
two surfaces to be equal and parallel with each other: It IS true
that this kind of demonstration
is immediately applicable only
when the surface is such that the normals at all its points form
acute angles with a determined straight line '. A surface, in which
this condition fails (as is always the case With a close~ surface),
must first be decomposed into two or more parts, which,. taken
singly, satisfy that condition, so that it is easy to reduce this case
to the preceding one.
20.
If we apply the theorem of the precedin~ article to. the case
when the second system of masses, with a uniform density k = 1,
is distributed over the surface of a sphere, the radius of which
= R then the potential v arising therefrom is constant within the sphere and = 4?r R; at any point without the sphere, of
which the distance from the centre is r, tJ

4 T R2 or Iit ia
i t
= --,
IS JUS

r
as great as the potential of a mass 4 'lI" R2, placed at that point,
is at the centre; on the surface of the sphere the two value~ o~ tJ
coincide. Thus, if the first system of masses be altogether within
the sphere, then ~ M v will be equal to the prod~ct o.f the whole
mass of this system multiplied into 4 7r R; but If thl~ system of
masses be altogether without the sphere, then ~ M " will be equal
to the product of the potential of this mass at the centre of the
sphere multiplied into 4'11" R2 ; lastly, if the first system of masses
is distributed continuously on the surface of the sphere, then for

fk

1)

d s the two expressions

give the same result.

Hence fol-

lows the
THEOREM.-If
V denote the potential of a mass, howsoever distributed, in the element d 8 of the surface of a sphere described with the radius R, then if we integrate through the whole
surface of the sphere

.r:

ds = 4

11"

(R MO

+

R2 VOl,

if we denote bv MO the whole of the mass within the sphere, by
VO the potential at the centre of the sphere of t~e external mass,
and class at pleasure with the internal, or Wlt~ the external
masses, the masses which may be distributed continuously upon
the surface of the sphere.
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2l.
THEOREM.-l'he
potential V of masses, which are all situated externally in reference to a coherent space, cannot have a
~onstallt value in one part of this space, and a different value
ill another part of the same space.
Demons~ration.-Let us assume, in every point of the space A,
the potential constant to be = a, and in every point of another
space ~ adjoining A, and not containing any mass, to be greater
algeb.raxcally than a. Construct a sphere partly in B, and the
remaIn~er with the centre in A, which construction will always
be ~ossible ". Now R being the radius of this sphere, and d 8
an indeterminate
element of its surface, then, according to the
theorem
j'(V

in the

- a) d

8

preceding

article,j'

V d

= 0, which is impossible,

8

= 4

7r

R2 a, and

as for the part of the

surface whic~ is in A, V - a = 0, and for the remaining part is
by hypothesis not = 0, but is positive.
In like manner the impossibility of V beine less than a at all
poin~s of a space adjoining A will be clearl; seen.
But it is
manifest that one at least of these two cases must exist if our
theorem were false.
This theorem includes the two following propositions :I. If the space contair:in~ the masses include a space devoid
of mass, and the potential m a part of this space have a constant value, this value will be the same for all points of the
whole included space.
II. If the potential. of the mass included in a finite space
h~ve a constant value in any part of external space, this value
will be the same for all infinite space.
At the same time it is easy to perceive that in the second
case the constant value of the potential can be no other than
For if we designate by M the aggregate of all the masses if
they h~ve all one sign, or i~ ~hey have different signs, the aggregate, either ,of all the ~)OsItlve, or of all the negative masses,
taken exclusively accor~mg as the ,first or the last-named preponderate, then the potential, at a point of which the distance from
the nearest element = r, is always taken absolutely less than

°

~,

which

fraction

than any assignable

may manifestly
quantity.
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22,
THEOREM.-If
d 8 bc the clement of a surface bounding a
coherent tinite space, P the force which masses, distributed in
any manner, exert' at d 8 in a direction normal to the surface, a
force directed towards the interior or towards the exterior being considered as positive, according as attracting or repelling
forces are dcemed

positive;

j'

then the integral

P d s, extend-

+

ed through the whole surface = 47r M
2 'fr M/, M denoting
the aggregate of the masses ill the interior, and M' that of those
on the surface distributed continuously.
Demonst1'ation.-If we denote by U d p. that part of P which
is .derived from the element of mass d!,-, by r the distance of
the element d p. from d s, and by u the angle which the normal
directed towards the interior makes with r at d 8, then U
___cos

r2

u".

But

WIth respect

theorem demonstrated

db"
!-,-,

'
to any given

y VIrtue

0f

a

in Art. VI. of the Theoria Attractumis

uu«

Corporum spheroi "d'icorum e lpheorumU {'cos
--:;:'lU d s = 0,-() 'fr, or
4 'fr, according as d p. is without the space bounded by the surface, in the surface itself, or within the space in que tion.
ow,
asfP

d s is equivalent

to the amount of all the dp.. JU

d s,

our thcorem follows immediately.
With respect to the auxiliary proposition which has been
used here, it must be remarkeu, that in the form in which it has
been enunciated in the work referred to, a modification is necessary for a particular case. The distance of a given point from
the clement d s being denoted by r, in case the point hould be

,

in the surface Itself , the formula

tj'cosu

-,,r:

d

8

"
1
= 27r IS true on y

when the continuity of the curvature of the surface is uninterrupted at thc point.
nut such an interruption
occurs if the
point be situated in an edge or in a cusp, and, in such case, for
2'fr we must substitute
the area of the figure which the system
of straiO'ht lines, touching the surface at the point in question,
"
0
cuts off from a spherical surface described with radius = 1 about
that point as centre.
But as such exceptional cases respect only lines or points, and
thus not parts of the urface, but only boundaries between parts,
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it is evident that this has no influence on the use here made of
the auxiliary proposition.
23.
Drawing through each point of the surface a normal, and denoting by p the distance of an indeterminate point upon it from
the origin situated in the surface itself, the distance being considered as positive on the inner side of the surface, the potential
V of the masses may be regarded as a function of p and of two
other variable quantities, which in some way or other distinguish the several points of the surface from each other; and it
d V the
dp '
value of which is to be taken into account here only for the
points which lie in the surface itself, or for p = 0. As this
has exactly the same signification as P, if there are masses distributed only in the internal-space,
or in external space, or in
both, but none in the surface itself, then we have in this case
is the

same with the partial

fdV

J

dp

differential

. d

8

coefficient

= 4?r M.

. In the cont~
case of the whole mass being distributed solely
the surface Itself, so that the element d 8 contains the mass
dV
k d I, d p and P have no longer the same signification;
it is
10

manifest
Xo··IS

10

that the latter quantity

is here in relation

. Art. 15; dV
re lati
ation to x 10
-,
dp

to p what

on the other hand , has

two different values, namely, P - 2?r k, and P

+ 22" k,

accord-

ing as dp is regarded

Now, as

kd «

as positive or negative.

is evidently equal to the whole mass M' distributed
surface, and agreeably

/» d, =

22"

M', we

.fdVd p

d

8

to the theorem

of the preceding

J

over the
article

.
accor d 109 as we understand

.fdV
dp

by

Hence,

J dp

d V d8
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masses,

the

in the

sense

equation
that

M

denotes the masses contained in the internal space, it being well
understood that even if there be on the surface itself masses distributed continuously,
they must be regarded as belonging to
those in the interior, or excluded from them, according as the
values which apply to external or to internal space have been
dV
chosen for d p .
Consequently,

if there

then, if we understand

.

.

ing to the interior,

are no masses in the internal space,
flV
in every case by the values belong-

dp

J fd d pV

d

0

= .

8

24.
Under the same suppositions as those at the close of the last
article, and denoting by T the space in question, and by q the
whole resultant force at the element dT of the masses, either
outside the space, or distributed continuously in the surface, we
have the following important

THEOREM: j'V

~; . d 8

= - j'

q2

dT,

i( the first integral be extended through the whole surface, and
the second throughout the whole space T.
Demonstration.-Introducing rectangular coordinates x, y, s,
let us consider in the first place a straight line, cutting the space
T parallel to the axis of ai, so that y and z have constant values.
From the identical equation
d
d
(d
+ d2 2
dx
dx
d ta
dx '

(V V) _

V)2 V V

it follows that the integral

have either

= 0, or

ACTING INVERSELY

dV
-

dp

ds

f

= 4 2" M',

the value which

((V)2 + V d x2V) d x,
dx

2

d

d

being extended throughout
that portion of the straight line
which falls within T will be equal to the difference between the
obtains

everywhere without, or within the surface, and thus in the first
case the integz:u is exactl~ the same as if the mass M' belonged
to the space Without, and 10 the second case to the space within.

two values of V -dV at the extreme
d

straight line cuts the bounding
it will be = 2

E

.
points,

.
I1 as th e
inasrnuc

(1'

dV
.
V -,
puttmg
d»

surface only twice;

or, generally,

V dV h
.
lor
-d
t e respective
x

l'

1
va ues
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at the different points of intersection, and E being = - 1 for the
uneven points of intersection (the first, third, &c.), and= + 1 for
the even ones. Further, if we consider along this straight line
the prismatic space, of which -the rectangle d y d z is a section, d x , d y . d z being an element of it, then the integral

f((~:r
+

V~2X~)

+ V ~ V)
f( (dd V)2
y
d yq
dV)2
d z

+

~{((

t

IS

..

~

prismatic space, = ~E

V dV
d

x'

d y .d

dT

d2 V
d x2

z. This prism separates

dV

where the summation applies to all the elements of surface
which are met. Now if the whole space T be entirely resolved
into such prismatic elements, then all the corresponding parts
of the surface will exhaust these completely, and we shall have
~2

x~) d T = -1' V ~:

cos ~ d 8,

the first integration being extended throughout the whole space
T, and the second over the whole surface. N ow it is evident
that cos ~ may be considered equal to the partial differential coefficients ~;, p having the signification established in Art. 23,
and that :r may be regarded as a function of p and two other
variable quantities which distinguish the several points of the
surface from each other, consequently

J(

(::r

+

V

dT

d V dy d
d y dp

V

dV

dz
dP d

8

8.

+

di V
d y2

+

d2 V
d Z2 =

°

d

and at the surface
dVdx

dVdy

--+--+--=d » dp
dy dp

f

we obtain

q2

d

T=-

f V~;

d

dVdz
d z dp
8,

dV
dp '

which is our theorem; and

by combining the last proposition of the preceding article, we
may express it still more generally thus:

= - ~V d x cos ~ d 8,

V

)

=l"
F dZ
= -

dT =

183

(d »V)2 + (ddyV)2 + (ddzV)2 _-q,2

.

out of the bounding surface two, or, generally, an even number
of portions, and if each be denoted by d 8, and the angle between
the axis of a: and the normal to d s directed inwards by~, then
d y . d z = ± cos ~ . d s, the sign + being taken for the uneven,
and - for the even points of intersection. Consequently the
above integral will be

1'((~:r+

d2V\
V d :;2

OF THE DISTANCE.

If we add these three equations together, and remember that
in the space T

being extended throughout that part of T which falls within
hi

AS THE SQUARE

~2X~)dT = -JT~: ~;da.

.fq dT
2

=f(A-

V) ~;

d s,

where A represents an arbitrary constant.

25.
THEOREM.-If
upon the same suppositions as in the precedingarticle, the potential V have at all the points of the limiting surface of the space T the same value, this value will obtain
also for all points of the space itself, and there is in the whole
space a complete destruction of forces.
Demonstration.-If
in the more general theorem of the preceding article, the constant limiting value of the potential be

f

taken for A, it is evident th!lot
q=

q2 d T = 0, so that necessarily

° at every POInt of the space T, also
.

dV
dV
d x = 0, d y = 0,

It is, moreover, self-evident, that in the case of the surface

~: = 0, and consequently V is constant in the whole space T.

itseIf containing
. .
masses, so that -d V shall have. two different

26.

values, we should always understand here the value belonging
to the internal space.
By conclusions exactly similar we find

THEOREM:-If
the potential of masses which are distributed entirely within the finite space T, or which are also distributed
either continuously, wholly, or partially over its surface S, have

1

dx
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a constant value = A at all points of S, then at every point 0 of
external infinite space T' the potential will be,
.
1. If A 0, Jikewise
0.
2. If A is not = 0, it will be less than A, and will have the
same sign as A.
Demonstration=-L, We must demonstrate that the potential
can have no value at 0 beyond the limits
and A. Let us
assume such a value B for the potential at 0, and let us denote
by C an arbitrary quantity between Band 0, and also between
Band A. Straight lines being drawn in every direction from
there will be on each of them a point 0', at which the potential
will be = C, so that the whole line 0 0' belongs to the space 'l";
This follows directly from the continuous variation of the potential, which, if the straight line be sufficiently prolonged, must'
either pass from B to A, or must decrease infinitely, according
as the straight line meets or does not meet the surface S (compare the remark at the close of Art. 21). The locus of all the
points 0' forms then a closed surface; and as the potential is;
constant in it and = C, so, according to the theorem in the
preceding article, it must have the same value at all points of
the space enclosed by the surface, and yet it has at 0 the value
B, which is different from C. Thus the assumption necessarily
leads to a contradiction.
Thus, for the case of A
0, our proposition is completely
proved; for the second case of A not being = 0, so far is evident
that the potential can at no point of T' be greater than A, or
have a contrary sign.
II. To make our demonstration complete for the second case,
let us describe round 0, as a centre, a spherical surface, having
a radius R less than the least distance of the point 0 from S ;
let the spherical surface so described be resolved into elements
d 8, and let the potential in each element be denoted by V; and
the potential at 0 be again called B. According to the theorem
in Art. 20, the integral extended over the whole spherical surface, will then be

=

=

°

o

=

f

V d

8

!

= 4 ?I' R2 B, and consequently •.

(V - B) d s = 0.

But this equality can only subsist, either if V is constant = B
at all points of the spherical surface, or if at different points of
the spherical surface, V differs from B in opposite directions.
In the first supposition, according -to Art. 25, the potential
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would be constant in all the space within the sphere, and hence,
according to Art. 21, it would also be constant in all the infinite
space T', and in both = 0, in contradiction to the supposition
that at the limit of this space at the surface S it is different
from 0, and the impossibility of its changing discontinuously
from thence. The second supposition, on the other hand, would
be in contradiction with that demonstrated under I., if B were
either =
or = A, thence B must necessarily fall between
and A.

°

°

27.
THEOREM.-In
the theorem ofthe preceding article, the first
case, or the zero value of the constant potential A, can only obtain if the Bum of all the masses is itself = 0, and the second
only if this sum is not = 0.
Demonstration.-Let
d s be the element of surface of any
sphere enclosing the space T, R its radius, M the sum of all the
masses, and V their potential
at d s, As according to the
theorem

in Art. 20 the integralf

V d s = 47r R M;

but

ac-

cording to the theorem immediately preceding, in the first case,
or for A = 0, the potential V at all points of the spherical surface
will be = 0; and in the second case, on the other hand, it will
be less than A, and w-ill have the same sign; then in the first
case 4 lr R M = 0, so that M = 0; in the second case 4 7r R M
and therefore M likewise must have the same sign as A. It
is evident that in the second case 4 7r R M will be less than

fAd

8,

or

411"

R~ A, and M will be less than R A, or A will be

M

greater than R'

The second part of this theorem, in combination with the one
in the preceding article, may evidently be also expressed in the
following manner :If the algebraical sum of masses, contained in a space bounded by a closed surface, or being also in part distributed continuously in the surface itself, be = 0, and their potential have a
constant value in all points of the surface, this value will necessarily be = 0, and will at the same time apply to all external
space, where consequently-the
action of the forces exerted by
these masses completely destroy each other.
VOL.

III.

PART

X.

0
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28.

It is easy to convince ourselves that all the conclusions of the
two last articles preserve their validity if S is not a closed surface,
and if the masses are entirely contained in it only. Here the
space T no longer exists; all the points not in the surface itself
belong to external infinite space; and if the potential have
everywhere in the surface the constant value A, which differs
from 0, it will have everywhere without the surface a smaller
value with the same sign.
What refers to the first case, A = 0, obtains here also, but
has no import, as in this case the potential V becomes = in

°

all points of space, so that ~:

187

is everywhere = 0, t signifying

any straight line, whence it may easily be inferred, according to
Art. 18, that the density in the surface is everywhere = 0, so
that the surface cannot contain any masses.
Moreover, the above remark obtains generally, if the masses
be contained only in the surface, even if it be a closed one, as it
is evident that, according to the proposition in Art. 25, the value
of the potential in this case will be = in the whole interior
space also.

°

29.

Before we proceed to the remaining investigations, in which
masses, distributed continuously throughout a surface, form a
principal feature, an important existing difference in their distribution must be attended to, by admitting either only masses
having the same sign (which, for brevity, we will always consider as positive), or masses having contrary signs also. Let a
mass M be distributed over a surface in such manner, that to
each element of surface d s the mass m d s may correspond, Tn
denoting, as heretofore, the density, and!

m d s extended over

the whole surface = M; we shall call this a homogeneous distribution when m is everywhere positive, or at least nowhere negative; and a heterogeneous distribution, when m is positive in
some places and negative in others; so that M will be only the
algebraic sum of the molecules of mass, or the absolute difference of the positive and negative masses. A very special case of
heterogeneous distribution is where M = 0, when it may appear improper to speak of the mass
being distributed over
the surface.

°

lt is self-evident, that however a mass M may be distributed homogeneously over a surface, the positive potential V
everywhere resulting will, at every point of the surface, be greater
than M r denoting the greatest distance between any two points
r'
of the surface; the potential could only have this value at one
extremity of the line r, if the whole mass were concentrated in
the point at the other extremity, a case which c~nnot cOI?e ~nto
question here, as we are treating solely of contmuous ,dl~tr,lbution, where to each element of surface d s only an infinitely
small mass mds corresponds. The integral!

V m d s, extended

over the whole surface, is thus in every case greater than

fM

m d s, or M2, so that the~e must necessarily be one mode
r

r

of homogeneous distribution for which that integral has a minimum value. lt may here be premised, that one of the objects
of the following investigations is to demonstrate that with such
a distribution, in which

J'

V m d s has its minimum valu~, the

potential V will have one and the same value at ~\'ery point of
the surface, that no parts of the surfac,c c~n r~mam vacant, ~nd
that there is only one such mode of distribution. For brevity,
however, the investigation will be conducted from the commencement in a more comprehensive form.
31.

Let U denote a quantity, having at every point of the surface
a given finite value varying continuously. The integral

=

11 j-'(V

- 2U) m d s

extended over the whole surface may, it is true.have very ~ne~ual
values, according to the diversity of the homogeneous cl!stnbu-.
tion of the mass M; but it is evident that for one such mode ot
distribution. there must be a minimum value of this integral.
W e propos~ to demonstrate the
, , '
THEOREM, that for such a mode of distribution
1. The difference V - U = W will have a constant value at
every part of the surface which i occupied by parts of M.
u 2
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2. That if parts of the surface are not so occupied W must

in those parts be greater, or at least cannot be less, ~han that
constant value.
I. We must first demonstrate that if, instead of one mode of
distribution, another differing infinitely little from it be taken,
by substituting m + II- for m, the resulting variation of n will
be expressed by

2f

W

II-

d s.

I~ fact, if we denote by 0nand

on

=fov

But at the same

.m

=J'

0 V, the variations of n and V,

r= -

+

ds

V.m ds

-r:

2 U) II-ds.

f

(2 V - 2 U) II- d I

II- d

II. The variations

II-

s, as may easily be

W II- d I.

are obviously connected generally with a

condition requiring thaif

••

f

=2

II- d

I
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The result will be that8n receives a negative value, as mayeasily
be seen by putting this variation into the form

2fiW -

A)

II-

d s.

Hence it is evident, that if, with a given distribution,-either
unequal values of W obtain in the occupied portions of the
surface,-or, with existing equality of the values in the occupied
portions, lesser values are met with in the unoccupied portions,a diminution of n may be obtained by a change in the distribution, and that consequently with the minimum value the conditions enunciated in the above theorem must necessarily be fulfilled.
32.

seen from the theorem, Art. 19, 0 V being no other than the
potential of that mode of distribution in which II- represents the
density in each element of surface, so that what is here V, m, 0V,
11-, may there be substituted for V, K, v, k, and d s may be taken
both for d Sand d s. Consequently

on =

INVERSELY

= 0; but in the present inves-

tigation a second condition is also necessary; II- must not be
negative in the unoccupied portions of the surface, if such exist,
for otherwise the distribution would cease to be homogeneous.
III. Let us assume for a given distribution of M the existence of unequal values of the quantity W at different parts of
the surface. Let A be a quantity lying between the unequal
values of W; P the portion of the surface where the values of
Ware greater, and Q that where they are less than A; further,
let p, q be equal portions of the surface, the first belonging to
P, and the second to Q. This being supposed, let us give to
the variation of m everywhere in p the constant negative value
11-= -~,
everywhere in q the positive value II- = Y, and in all the
remaining portions of the surface the value O. I t is plain that
the first condition in II. will thus be satisfied; but the second
condition will still require that p shall have no unoccupied portions, which may always be effected, providing only that the
whole of the portion P be not unoccupied.

If, for our special case (Art. 30), where U = 0, so that W
denotes simply the potential of the mass distributed through
the surface, and n the integra~V

m d s, we combine the theo-

rem of the preceding article with that given in Art. 28, it follows immediat~ly, that with the minimum value orJv

m d s,

the surface can have no unoccupied portions whatever; for otherwise, even if the whole surface be a closed one, the occupied
portion must be considered as an unclosed surface, and in respect of it the unoccupied portion must be regarded as belonging
to external space; and in it, according to Art. 28, the potential
must have a less value than in the occupied surface, whereas the
theorem of the preceding article excludes a less value.
It is thus demonstrated that there is a homogeneous distribution of a given mass over the whole surface, in which no portion
remains vacant, and from which there results an equal potential
in all points of the surface. There is yet wanting to complete
the demonstration of the theorem in Art. 30, to show that there
can be only one mode of distribution which can atisfy these
conditions; the proof of this will appear in the sequel, as part
of a more general theorem.
That the minimum value oefV

m d s requires that there

shall be no part of the surface unoccupied, may obviously be
also expressed thus: for any distribution, in which a finite portion of the surface remains vacant, the integralJ'y

11t

d

s re-

ceives a value which exceeds the minimum value by a finite
difference.
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33.
. The leading ~eature in the mode of demonstration
developed
In .the 31st Artl~I:, rests on the immediate recognition
of the
existence of a rmmmum value for fl, so long as we restrict our~elves to the homogeneous
distributions
of a given mass.
If
It were equally evident without this restriction the conclusions
in Art. 31 would at once lead to the result, tha~ there is always,
if not a homogeneous, yet a heterogeneous distribution of the given
mass, for which W = Y - U has at all points of the surface an
equal value, as then the second condition (in Art. 31, II,) drops.
But ~s .the self-evidence is lost as soon as we dispense with the
restriction to homogeneous distribution,
we are compelled to
seek for the rigorous demonstration
of this, the most important
pr~po~ition of our whole investigation,
by a somewhat more
artificial path: and the following appears the most simple which
will conduct us to the end.
. Let us consider three different distributions of mass ' in which ,
Instea~ of the indefinite signs m for the density and Y for the
potential, we employ the following:

I. m = mO,
II. m = m',
III. m = p.

ACTING INVERSBLY

the surface remaining unoccupied for a determinate value of e,
will diminish as e decreases, and will be quite filled up before
t = 0.
In particular cases a portion may remain unoccupied
so long as f differs from 0, and has not changed its sign. It is
sufficient for our purpose to take E as infinitely small; when it
is easy to show that in any case no finite portion of surface can
remain unoccupied;
for otherwise, according to the concluding
m' d s must exceed the inte-

remark in Art. 32, the integraifY'

=F

yo mO d s by a finite difference;

if this be denoted bye,

then the difference of the two integrals

r= -

2! U) m' d s _.((yo

-21U

(m'-mO)

- 2 e U) mO d s = e

d s,

which for an infinitely small
tradiction

is

E

to the supposition

preserves a positive value, in con-

=I

(V -

2

!

U) m d s has its

minimum value in distribution II.
Hence, we conclude, that if in the third distribution

Y = yo
Y = Y'
Y = v.
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we take

0

I

for p. the limiting value of m - m with an infinite

decrease

of

E

I. is that homogeneous
for which

jY

m

d s has

distribution
a minimum

II. 'is that homogeneous
which

j

of the positive

distribution

of the same mass M, for

(Y - 2 e U) m d s has a minimum value,

indeterminate

constant

mass M,

value.

f

signifying an

coefficient.

III . depends on 1. and II., by making f.I. =

m'

f

mO

so that
'

it is a heterogeneous
distribution in which the total mass = 0.
In Art. 31, yo was shown to be constant in the whole surface'
Y' - ! U in the surface, so far as it is occupied in distribution
II., and thence in the same portion of the surface v - U be-

y'_yo

cause v= ---

Whether in the second distribution the whole surface be occupied, or whether a greater or less portion remains unoccupied, will depend on the coefficient e. As the second distribution passes into the first if e = 0, so, generally, the .portion of

then v - U has a constant value in the whole surface.
Ifnow we imagine a fourth distribution in which m
mO + /,-,
so. that the whole mass = M, the resulting potential will be
yo + v; so that in the whole surface it will exceed U by the
constant difference yo + v - U, whereby the theorem enunciated
above is demonstrated.
34.

!,

=

=

We have still to demonstrate that there is only one mode of
distribution possible with a given mass M, in which V - U shall
be constant throughout the whole surface.
If there were two
modes of distribution fulfilling this condition, then m and v being
denoted by m' and v' in the first, and by mil and";' in the second
mode of distribution, then in a third mode, in which m is taken
=m' -mil, the potential would be = V' - ylI, and consequently
constant;
and the total mass would be = 0. According to Art.
27, the potential must then necessarily = 0; and therefore, ac-
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cording to Art. 28, m' - m" would also = 0, or the two distributions would be identical.
Lastly, it must be noticed that there is always a distribution
of mass in which the difference V - U has a given constant
value.
Let IX denote an indefinite constant coefficient; preserving for the first and third distribution the notation of the preceding article, the potential of that distribution in which m =
IX mO+ p. will be = IX VO+ v, and the constant
difference IX VO +
V U may be given any desired value by a suitable determination of the coefficient IX. The total mass in this distribution is,
then, no longer arbitrary, but = (.(
M. It is evident, as before,
that this condition of distribution
also can be fulfilled in only
one manner.
35
The actual determination of the distribution of the mass 011 a
given surface for each assigned· form of U surpasses in most
cases the power of analysis in its present state.
The simplest
case, where it is within our power, is that of the whole surface of
sphere; but we will forthwith treat the more general case, in
which the surface deviates very little from that of a sphere, and
quantities of a higher order than the difference itself may be
neglected.
Let R be the radius of the sphere, r the distance of any point
in space from its centre, u the angle between r and a fixed
straight line, )"the angle between the plane passing through this
straight line and r, and a fixed plane.
Let the distance of an
indefinite point in the given closed surface, from the centre of
the sphere be = R (1 + r z), where 'Y is a very small constant
factor, whose higher powers may be neglected, % as well as U
being functions of u and s:
The potential V of the mass distributed through the surface
will be expressed at any point of external space by a series descending according to the powers of r, to which we give the
form
A°

rR + Al (R)2
r

At any point 'of the internal
ascending series
BO + B/ r+

lr

r
B" ( R

+ A"

(R)8
r

+ &c.

space, on the other hand, by the

)2 +B'" ( Ifr )3 + &c.

ACTI:-<G INVER8ELY

AS THE SQUARE

The coefficients AO, Al, All, &c. are
satisfy known partial differential
p. 22.)* The same is the case with
surface the potential must be equal
A, namely, V = U, thus
(;)~V=

(1

OF THE DISTANCE.
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functions of u and x, which
equations. (Result ate, 1~38,
BO, BI, B", &c. On the given
to a given function of u and

+ rz)iu.

Now if we assume (1 + r z)t U to be developed in a series
po + P' + P" + pili + &c.,
in such manner that the several members PO, P', P", pili, &c. may
likewise satisfy the differential equations in question;
and if we
bear in mind that both the above series for the potential remain
valid up to the surface, it is evident that
po + P' + P'I + pili + &c.

= AO(I+

rZ)-+ + AI (1 + rz)-;'
= BO (1 + rz)-++
BI (1 + rz)+

+ Al' (1 + rz)-i-

+ &c.

BII (1 + rz)t
+ &c.
We conclude hence, that if quantities of the order r be neglected, po + P' + P" + &c. = AO + A' + A" + &c.; and thus (as a
function of u, x can only be developed in one series, whose
members satisfy the above-mentioned
differential equations)
po
AO, P' = AI, P" = AI', &c. In like manner quantities of
the order r being neglected, po
BO, P'
B', P"
BI', &c.
Thus if we write (I.),
AO = po + r aD,
BO = po - y bO
AI = P' + r a',
B' = P' - r lJ
B"-- P" - v, b'
A"=P" + ra, II
AlI'=PI'+rall',
BIII= plII- rlJ", &c.,
where it is obvious that aD, a', at',alll, &c., and likewise be, lJ, lJ',lJ",

=

=

+

=

=

y'

&c., will satisfy the differential equations in question; ~nd
we substitute these values in the above equations, neglectmg in
so doing quantities of the order r2, then after dividing by r, we
shall have within errors of the order r,
aO+ at + a" + a'II + &c. = i z (PO + 3 P' + 5 P" + 7 pili + &c.)
bO+ b' + b" + lJll + &c. = j z (PO + 3 P' + 5 P" + 7 P'" + &c.)
Therefore within errors of the order ,,/,
bO aD, b' = a', lJ' = a", &c.
and consequently, within errors of the order r2, (II.)
BO = po - r a , B' = P - r a,, BII - P" - r a," &c.

=

°

• Scientific

Memoirs,

vol. ii. p. 203.
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has at the surface itself two

different values, and the value which applies to a negative dr,
or to the inner side, surpasses that which applies to the outer
side by 4.11" m cos 8, m denoting the density at the place of intersection, and 8 the angle between r and the normal. (Art. 13,
where t, A, If! correspond to r, 8, m in the present article.)
These two values are found by differentiating with respect to r
the two expressions for V which apply to the internal and external space, and then putting r = R (1 + Y z). The first is
~ (B'+ 2B" (1 +yz)

+3 Bill(1 +yZ)2+,

&c.),

and the second
- ~ (AO(1 + Y Z)-2+A'

(1 + y z)-3+A"

(1 + y Z)-4 + &c.)

Therefore, if we multiply the difference by R (1
have 4 11" m R cos 8 . (1 + y z)} =

+ y z)},

we
.

AO(1 + y z)-t + A' (1 + y z)-t + A" (1

+ B'

(1

+

'Y z)t

+ 2 B"

(1

+ y z)-+ + &c.
+ Y z)t + 3 Bill (1 + Y z}~ + &c.

If we substitute for AO A', &c., the values from I., and for
BO, B, &c., the values from 11., and if we neglect quantities of
the order "/, we obtain .
4

11"

m R cos 8 • (1

+ Y z) ~ = po + 3 P + 5 P' + 7 pili + , &c.

+ y (aO + a'

+ a"

+

a'"

+, &c.)

- i yz

(PO + 3 P + 5 P" +, &c.);
consequently, as the two last series destroy each other within
quantities of the order "I,
. m = (1

+ y z)--}

. (PO+ 3 pI + 5 pili +

7 pili + &c.)

R cos 8
'
whereby the problem is solved. Instead of (1 +r z)-f, we may
write 1 - .~ Y z, and omit the divisor cos 8, since, generally
speaking, 8 is of the order y, so that cos 8 differs from 1 only by
a quantity of the order ...
/.
For the ease of a sphere, where y=O, we have rigorously
411"

1
47

m = -R (PO+3P' + 5p" +
as po + pi + P"

7 pili + &c.,)

+ PI" + &c.·is the development of U itself.

ACTING INVERSELY

A8 THE SQUARE OF THE DISTANCE.
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36.

In the investigation hitherto the quantity U has been left indefinite; its application to the case, for which the potential of a
given mass has been taken for U, prepares the way for the following important
THEOREM.-For
a given arbitrary distribution of mass D,
which is restricted either entirely to the internal space, bounded
by the closed surface S, or entirely to external space, we may
substitute a distribution E solely on the surface itself, with this
result, that the effect of E will be equal to the effect of D, at all
. points of external space for the first case, and at all points of
the internal space for the second case.
For this it is only requisite that as the potential of D is denoted at any point of S by U, and the potential of E by V,
V - U be = 0 through the whole surface for the first case, and
that it be constant only for the second case. Of course - U will
be the potential of a distribution D', which is opposed to D (so that
each molecule of mass is replaced by a contrary one), and thus
V - U becomes the potential of the distribution DI and E subsisting at once; their effects will consequently destroy each
other in the first case, in all external space; in the second, in
the whole internal space (Articles 27 and 25), or the effect of
D and E will be equal in the spaces in question. Moreover,
the whole mass in E will, for the first case, be equal to the mass
in D, but for the second case will remain arbitrary •
.The theorem, which was announced in the Intensitas vis
Magneticm, P: 10, and which was referred to in different parts of
the Allgemeine Theorie des Erdmapnetismus, now appears as a
particular case of what has been here demonstrated.

37 .
Although, as has been already noticed in Art. 35, the actual
complete deduction of the distribution E presents, in most
cases, insuperable difficulties, yet there is one case in which it
can be effected with more facility, which deserves to be particularly mentioned. It is when U is constant, so that S is a
surface of equilibrium for the given system of mass D. It is
easy to perceive that we need here only speak of the case in
which D is taken in the internal space, and the total mass is
not = 0, as otherwise there would be no effect at all there to be
represented by a distribution of mass through S.
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Let 0 be a point of the surface S, and r a straight line cutting
the surface at 0 at right angles, and which is to be regarded
increasing in the outward direction; further, let- C be the value
ARTICLE

of the differential coefficient dd U at 0, and m the density of the
r
•
distribution of mass E at O.

The differential coefficients d V
dr
will have two different values at 0; the one relating to the exterior, will be equal to the differential coefficient d U, or= - C
dr
'
because V = U in the surface, and in all external space; and
. the one relating to the interior will be = 0, because V is constant
in the surface and in the whole internal space. But as the
second value is greater than the first by 4 ?r m, we have 4?r m
= C, or m = 4C""

It is obvious that C is no other than the

force resulting from the distribution of mass D, and that it has
the same sign as the total mass.
GAUSS.
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the Law of Storms.

[From Poggendorff's Annalen

VIII.
By H. W.

DOVE.

tlcr P/,ysik und Chemie, 1841.]

THAT a considerable decrease of atmospheric pressure should
be an effect of any unusual disturbance of the atmosphere is a
supposition so natural, that it at once occurred to those who first
remarked that the weight of air surrounding us is not always
the same. For the purpose of measuring these changes, Otto
von Guerike attached a scale to the water barometer which he
had invented, and in the 21st chapter of the Mirabilia Magdeburgica, in Schott's Technica Curiosa, he records the following
remarkable observation :-" In the year 1660 the air was once 80
uncommonly light, that the index pointed below the lowest mark
on the 'glass tube; on seeing this, I said· to the persons who
were present, that doubtless there was a great storm somewhere;
two hours afterwards the tempest was raging in our district,
though with less violence than it had done over the ocean."
To mention only one more recent example, I may recall the
. storm of the 17th January 1818, of which the ravages are still visible in the forests of Prussian Lithuania, after the lapse of nearly
a quarter of a century. This storm extended from the coasts of
England to Memel, and was felt throughout a region 240 German miles in length, and forty-one German miles in breadth.
On the 18th of January the barometer fell at Konigsberg eight
lines in eight hours. The whole fall between the 3rd and the
17th of January was twenty-one lines. In Edinburgh the fall
of the barometer and the violence of the storm were also both
remarkable.
The experience of the last two centuries has so far confirmed
the remark of Otto von Guerike, that the scales attached to our
common barometers usually terminate with" very stormy." But
its applicability is not confined to the temperate zone: in lat.
70° N., long. 70° W., the warning afforded by a fall of 9111'29 in
the marine barometer, enabled Scoresby to avoid the dangers of
II tempest which lasted two days uninterruptedly, and he consequently strongly recommends the use of these instruments to

